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Under the background of electricity transmission and distribution reform, the profit model of 

power grid companies has changed, and the investment in distribution network is facing new 

constraints. Scientific and reasonable investment scale of distribution network is the key factor 

to ensure the operating income and sustainable development of power grid companies. Based on 

this, this paper comprehensively considers the power distribution network investment capacity 

and demand of power grid companies, applies the theory of system dynamics, constructs the 

decision-making model of power distribution network investment scale considering the 

constraint of power transmission and distribution price, and puts forward the optimization 

strategy of power distribution network investment scale under the constraint of power 

transmission and distribution price. On this basis, the above model is applied to simulate and 

optimize the investment scale of distribution network in the next power transmission and 

distribution price supervision period of a provincial power grid. The results show that the 

permitted investment scale of distribution network under the supervision of electricity 

transmission and distribution price can meet the investment demand of distribution network to 

ensure the safe operation of the system, while the investment of public welfare projects should be 

reasonably planned according to the actual operation of the network 

Keywords: Transmission and distribution price; System Dynamics; Distribution network; Investment 

scale optimization. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Circular No. 9 of the new power system reform proposed to determine the transmission 

and distribution price by voltage grade and user category based on effective assets and in 

accordance with the principle of "permitted cost plus reasonable income"[1], which changed 

the former mode of power grid companies making profits through purchase and sale price 

difference. In this context, grid investment, as an important part of effective assets, 

becomes one of the key factors affecting the verification of transmission and distribution 

price and the profitability of the grid. Therefore, in order to adapt to the new situation of 

reform, it is of great practical significance to explore the investment decision-making 

method of distribution network under the constraint of transmission and distribution price 

and put forward relevant decision-making suggestions. 

At present, a series of researches have been carried out on the investment decision of 

power grid considering the transmission and distribution price. In the research on the 

relationship between grid investment and transmission and distribution price reform, the 
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literature [2] analyzed the impact of policy factors on European transmission and 

distribution grid investment strategies, the literature [5] qualitatively analysed the influence 

of power transmission and distribution price on the financial investment capacity of power 

grid enterprises, and further studies the risk factors of power grid enterprises' investment 

under the power transmission and distribution price. The results show that under the 

background of transmission and distribution price reform, grid investment will face more 

stringent constraints and more attention should be paid to the efficiency of investment. On 

this basis, literature [9] further constructs a system dynamics model and quantitatively 

analyzes the influence of various factors of electricity transmission and distribution price 

reform on power grid investment. Literature [14] also constructs a relationship model of 

investment, electricity quantity and electricity price to simulate the trend of the electricity 

transmission and distribution price under different investment and electricity quantity 

conditions. In the grid investment decision-making that adapts to the reform of transmission 

and distribution price, the literature [15] establishes a model for calculating the investment 

capacity of power grid enterprises based on system dynamics under multi-objective 

constraints. Literature [18] consider the influencing factors and funding sources of fixed 

asset investment, and further build the measurement model of the largest investment 

capacity of the power grid that adapts to the reform of the power system through the 

balance optimization of the comprehensive plan. Based on the analysis of the impact of 

transmission and distribution price reform on grid investment, literature [19] established a 

grid precise investment strategy system and grid investment scale decision model, which is 

adapted to the transmission and distribution price reform, and optimized by decision 

variable dynamic sorting method. To sum up, it can be seen that at present, most domestic 

and foreign studies focus on the sorting of the relationship between transmission and 

distribution price and power grid investment, as well as the analysis of the impact of 

transmission and distribution price on power grid investment. No research has put forward 

the optimal investment strategy of distribution network considering the constraints of 

power grid development demand and transmission and distribution price. 

In view of this, this paper plans the power grid investment capacity and investment 

demand of power grid companies, applies system dynamics theory, constructs a decision 

model of distribution network investment scale considering the constraints of transmission 

and distribution price, and proposes the distribution network under the background of 

transmission and distribution price reform. This paper takes a provincial power grid as an 

example to simulate and optimize the distribution scale of the distribution network in the 

next transmission and distribution price supervision cycle, so as to develop a precise, 

refined and lean distribution network for the grid company in the new situation to provide 

decision support on investment. 

 

2. The relationship between distribution network investment and transmission and 

distribution price 

 

According to the provisions of the provincial grid transmission and distribution price 

verification method in "Provincial Power Transmission and Distribution Price Pricing 

Method (Trial)" (hereinafter referred to as the pricing method), the transmission and 

distribution price is determined by the voltage level and is composed of the transmission 

price and the distribution price[21]. The relationship between distribution network 

investment and distribution price is shown in Figure 1. 

It can be seen from figure 1 that, under the situation of transmission and distribution 

price reform, distribution network investment and distribution price show a mutual 
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influence and two-way restriction relationship. On the one hand, distribution network 

investment is an important factor in determining the transmission and distribution price in 

the supervision cycle. Distribution network investment will follow the transmission chain 

of “Assignment of Distribution Network – New Effective Assets – Ending Effective Assets 

– Distribution Price” to have an important impact on the verification of transmission and 

distribution prices. The amount of revenue allowed by the grid company depends on the 

size of the distribution network investment. On the other hand, the distribution price will 

reverse the distribution network investment along the above-mentioned conduction chain, 

and the distribution price will be used as the government's means of monitoring the revenue 

of the grid company. The price will be controlled within a reasonable range to maintain a 

stable level without excessive fluctuations to restrict the investment in distribution network 

at a reasonable scale. Over-investment will be difficult to account for in effective assets, 

resulting in lower investment returns and investment efficiency.  

 
FIGURE 1. Logical graph between distribution network investment and distribution price 

 

3.Decision-making strategy of distribution network investment scale under the 

constraint of transmission and distribution price 

 

3.1 Decision-making logic of distribution network investment scale 
 

The investment target of distribution network is to meet the safe and economic operation 

of power network, and its investment demand should be calculated by the power grid 

company on the basis of the current situation of distribution network assets, operation status 

of distribution network and power demand forecast. In theory, after the implementation of 

the reform of transmission and distribution price, the regulatory agency should verify the 

transmission and distribution price according to the investment demand of the distribution 

network and the permitted rate of return. However, due to the certain asymmetry of the 

information held by the grid company and the regulatory authorities, the regulators cannot 

fully understand the actual operation of the grid. In order to prevent the impulse investment 

of the grid companies, the regulators usually set the transmission and distribution price 

supervision targets. Under this background, Grid companies generally also use stable 

transmission and distribution prices as distribution network investment targets to protect 

investment income. 
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Therefore, considering the regulatory constraints of external transmission and 

distribution price and the safe operation of internal systems under the new power reform 

situation, this paper proposes a decision-making idea of distribution network investment 

scale: Determine investment capacity by transmission and distribution price, and determine 

investment demand with system security constraints (as shown in Figure 2). It means that 

the distribution scale of the distribution network that meets the regulatory targets of 

transmission and distribution prices is taken as the investment ceiling while the investment 

scale of the distribution network that guarantees the safe operation of the system is taken as 

the investment limit. In this scope, the investment scale decision of the distribution network 

is further realized.  
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FIGURE 2. Optimization logic causal diagram of distribution network investment scale 

 

3.2 Decision-making process of distribution network investment scale 

 

According to the logic and ideas of the above-mentioned distribution network investment 

scale decision-making, the power grid company's distribution network investment scale 

decision-making process is mainly divided into the following three steps (as shown in 

Figure 3): 

(1) Based on the grid investment scale simulation model under the supervision of 

transmission and distribution price, according to the transmission and distribution price 

control target value, load forecast value, permitted yield and other relevant data, calculate 

the investment capacity of the distribution network under the target transmission and 

distribution price during the supervision period. ; 

(2) Calculate the investment demand of distribution network that meets the system safety 

operation target within the target supervision period, including the investment demand to 

meet the new load, the investment demand to improve the reliability of power supply, and 

the investment demand of the public welfare project; 

(3) Based on the measurement results of distribution network investment capacity and 

investment demand in the target supervision period, the two are compared and analyzed, 

and the decision-making strategies of grid company investment grid investment scale under 

different situations are determined according to the analysis results. 
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3.3 Decision-making strategy of distribution network investment scale 
 

Specifically, there are two possibilities for the comparison between the grid company's 

investment capacity and investment demand, that is, the investment capacity is greater than 

the investment demand and the investment capacity is less than the investment demand. In 

response to these two situations, the grid company's distribution network investment should 

adopt an open investment strategy and a conservative investment strategy. （1） Investment ability>Investment demand 

When the distribution scale permitted by distribution network under the supervision of 

transmission and distribution price is larger than the distribution network investment demand 

under the system safety operation constraint, it is recommended that the grid company adopt 

an open investment strategy in the distribution network field: 

1） Appropriately increase the power supply reliability level of power users according to 

the size of the over-investment scale, and make targeted and focused investment for 

power users with high reliability sensitivity. 

2） Increase investment in new technologies such as intelligent line switching technology, 

distribution network automation technology, and power electronics technology.  

 

Investment Decision Model of 

Distribution Network Stock Market

Investment demand – 

meet new load and improve power supply reliability

public welfare investment
Measurement model of stock distribution network investment 

demand under safe operation of system

Optimization strategy design of investment scale of stock distribution network

capacity > demand

Appropriately improve the level of 

reliability and increase flexible 

investment

Investment capacity – 

government revenue regulation
A simulation model of grid investment scale under the 

supervision of transmission and distribution prices

capacity < demand

Appropriately reduce the 

reliability of insensitive users

 
FIGURE 3. Optimization process of distribution grid investment scale 

 （2） Investment capacity < Investment demand 

When the permitted investment scale of distribution network under the regulatory target 

of power transmission and distribution price is larger than the investment demand of 

distribution network under the constraint of safe operation of the system, it is suggested that 

the power grid company adopt conservative investment strategy in the field of distribution 

network: 

1) on the basis of sorting the power users according to the sensitivity of power supply 

reliability from high to low, the power supply reliability level of power users is 

moderately reduced according to the gap of investment scale. 

2) moderately reduce public welfare investment based on the investment gap, through 

communication with the government to moderately reduce public welfare investment, or 

obtain relevant subsidies. 
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4. Measurement Model of Distribution Network Investment Capability Based on 

Transmission and Distribution Price Constraints 
 

In order to further quantitatively analyze the investment capacity of distribution network 

under the constraint of transmission and distribution price, this paper constructs a financial 

model to calculate the investment capacity of distribution network based on the constraint 

of transmission and distribution price. According to the distribution of electricity, relying 

on the theory of system dynamics, based on the "cost plus reasonable profits allowed" 

mode, this model builds effective assets, operation and maintenance costs, expected 

permitted income, asset formation income at the end of the previous period, depreciation 

expenses and other foundations. The model finally establishes the financial model for 

measuring the investment capacity of the grid under the constraints of transmission and 

distribution prices. 

4.1 Basic sub-model 

(1) Sub-model for calculation of effective assets and depreciation expenses 

Ae,p represents the current effective assets, Ae,f represents the effective assets at the end of 

the period, Cp represents current working capital, Ae,p is the sum of Ae,f  and Cp, as shown in 

equation (4-1). 

 Ae,p=Ae,f+Cp  (4-1) 

△Ae,p represents the new effective assets in the current period, Ip represents current grid 

investment, ret represents effective asset conversion rate, ret represents effective asset 

conversion rate, △Ae,p is the product of Ip and ret, as shown in equation (4-2).  △Ae,p=Ip*ret  (4-2) 

rd represents average asset depreciation rate, DA represents asset depreciation, rd 

represents average depreciation rate, DA is the product of Ae,f and rd, as shown in equation 

(4-3). 

 DA= Ae,f*rd  (4-3) 

The effective assets at the end of the period are obtained by accumulation, as shown in 

equation (4-4). INTEG(a,b) represents the integral function, a represents the integral 

increment, and b represents the initial value. 

 Ae,f=INTEG(+△Ae,p-DA,A* 
e,p)  (4-4) 

(2) Sub-model for calculation of operation and maintenance fees 

Operation and maintenance fees consist of operation and maintenance fee and working 

capital. The operation and maintenance fee includes four parts: repair fee, material fee, 

employee salary and other fees, as shown in formula (4-5). The current operating expenses 

are converted according to a certain percentage of the operation and maintenance fee, as 

shown in formula (4-6). 

 Com,p=Cr,p+ Cm,p+ Cw,p + Co,p  (4-5) 

 Cop,p=a*Com,p  (4-6) 

Among them, Com,p represents the current operation and maintenance fee, Co,p, p 

represents the current operating fee, Cr,p represents the current maintenance fee, Cm,p 

represents the current material fee, Cw,p represents the current employee compensation, 

Com,p represents other fees in the current period, and a’ represents the conversion ratio 

coefficient of current operating fee. 

The cost calculations in the operation and maintenance fees are as shown in equations (4-

7) to (4-10): 

 Cr,p=INTEG(+△Cr,p,,C* r,p) (4-7) 

 Cm,p=INTEG(+△Cm,p,,C* 
m,p)  (4-8) 

 Cw,p=INTEG(+△Cw,p,,C* w,p)  (4-9) 
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 Co,p=INTEG(+△Co,p,,C* o,p)  (4-10) 

Among them, △Cr,p, △Cm,p,, △Cw,p, represent repair fee, material fee and employee 

compensation, respectively. △Co,p represents the net increment of other fees, that is, the 

difference between the added value and the reduced value. C* r,p, C* m,p, C* w,p, C* o,p 

represent repair fee, material fee, and employee compensation and the historical value of 

other fees. 

The asset retirement can bring about a reduction in the cost of operating and maintenance 

fees in addition to employee compensation. And this amount is based on the rate of the 

asset corresponding to the historical asset size of the unit. The formula for calculating the 

asset retirement rate rr in the model is shown in (4-11), and the corresponding calculation 

of the reduction in operation and maintenance fees is as shown in equation (4-12): 

 rr=(NAVr/rrv)/A* 
e,p  (4-11) 

 △Com=Ae,f*rr*rhom  (4-12) 

Among them, rr represents the asset retirement rate, NAVr represents the net value of 

asset retirement, rrv represents the residual rate of asset retirement, △Com represents the 

reduction of the operation and maintenance fees, and rhom represents the historical operation 

and maintenance fees rate. 

(3) Sub-model for calculation of permitted income 

The permitted return of the current period is expressed as the product of the current 

effective asset and the permitted return, which depends on the cost of equity capital and the 

cost of debt capital, as shown in equations (4-13) and (4-14). 

 rpi=Cec*(1-rda)+Cdc*rda  (4-13) 

 PIp=Ae,p*rpi  (4-14) 

Among them, Cec represents the cost of equity capital, Cdc represents the cost of debt 

capital, PIp represents the permitted income, rpi represents the permitted rate of return, and 

rda represents the asset-liability ratio. 

(4) Sub-model for calculation of taxes 

Current taxes are mainly composed of urban construction and education surcharge and 

income tax, as shown in equations (4-15) to (4-17). 

 Tcea=(PIp*rvat-Cm,p*rvat)*rcea  (4-15) 

 Ti= Ae,p*(1-rda)*rpi*ri*(1-ri) (4-16) 

 Tp=Tcea+Ti  (4-17) 

Among them, Tcea represents the additional tax on urban construction and education, and 

Ti represents income tax. Tp represents the current tax, rvat) represents the added-value tax 

rate, rcea represents the tax rate for education and surcharges, and ri represents the income 

tax rate. 

(5) Sub-model for calculation of the permitted income and transmission and distribution price 

The permitted income of the current period is expressed as the sum of the permitted cost, 

permitted income and taxes in the current period, among which the permitted cost includes 

depreciation cost and operation maintenance cost, as shown in equations (4-18) and (4-19). 

 Rp=PCp +PIp+ Tp （4-18） 

 PCp=DA+Com,p+Cop,p （4-19） 

Among them, Rp represents the current permitted income and PCp represents the current 

permitted cost. 

The permitted income will be recovered through the transmission and distribution price, 

so the transmission and distribution price is equal to the permitted income of the grid in the 

current period divided by the electricity sold in the current period, as shown in equation (4-

20). 

 TDPp= Rp/Qp （4-20） 
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Among them, TDPp represents the transmission and distribution price, Qp represents he 

electricity sold in the current period. 

4.2 Electricity transmission and distribution price - grid investment model 

Based on the reverse derivation of the electricity transmission and distribution price 

verification method, the model can calculate the expected investment under the target 

electricity transmission and distribution price to increase the income and plan the power 

grid investment. Under the target transmission and distribution price, the expected 

permitted income of the grid company in the next period is the product of the target 

transmission and distribution price and the predicted value of electricity sold, and the 

expected permitted income is jointly contributed by the effective assets formed by the 

expected investment and the effective assets at the end of the current period. Therefore, the 

expected newly added effective asset size can be further determined by calculating the 

revenue growth from anticipated investments in the expected permitted income. 

The revenue growth from anticipated investments is the difference between the expected 

permitted income of the next cycle and the permitted income of the current period, as 

shown in equations (4-21) and (4-22). 

 △Rpi =Rpi-Rp （4-21） 

 Rpi=TDPpi*Qpi （4-22） 

Among them, △Rpi represents the expected investment to increase income, Rpi represents 

the expected permitted income, TDPpi represents the target electricity transmission and 

distribution price, and Qpi represents the predicted value of electricity sold in the next cycle. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Financial Model for Measuring Investment Capability of Power Grid with 

Transmission and Distribution Price Constraints 

 

The planned grid investment will form new effective assets according to a certain 

proportion, and the permitted cost and permitted income are related to the effective asset 

scale. The addition of effective assets will bring about changes in permitted costs and 

permitted incomes, which in turn will bring about changes in taxes and permitted incomes. 

Therefore, in the case that the expected investment increase permitted income has been 

determined, the relationship between the expected newly added effective assets and the the 

revenue growth from anticipated investments can be reversely deduced according to the 
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calculation formulas of various costs and benefits in the basic submodel, as shown in 

equation (4-23) and figure 3. 

 △Ae,p
’=(△Rpi-Cw,p*rwg)/1.25*(rmn+rrn+ron)+rpi 

 +rd+(1+rda)*rpi*ri+(rpi- rmn)*rvat*rcea （4-23） △Ae,p
’
represents the expected increase in effective assets, △Rpi represents the expected 

increase in permitted income, rwg represents the expected growth rate of employee 

compensation, rrn, rmn, ron represents the expected increase in repair cost coefficient, the 

expected increase in material cost coefficient, and the expected increase in other cost 

coefficient, respectively. 

The expected newly added effective assets divided by the effective asset formation rate is 

the planned grid investment scale, as shown in equation (4-24). 

 Ie=△Ae,p
’/ret （4-24） 

Ie represents planned grid investment. 

 

5. Measurement model of distribution network investment demand  
 

Under the background of new power transformation, the investment demand of 

distribution network mainly consists of three parts: meeting load growth, improving power 

supply reliability and investing in public welfare projects. The calculation method of total 

investment demand of distribution network in the current period is shown in equation (5-1). 

 Idemand,p = Iload,p+ Ireality,p + Icommonweal,p （5-1） 

Where, Idemand,p represents the investment demand for new load power supply, Ireality,p 

represents the investment demand for improving the reliability of power supply, and 

Icommonweal,p represents the investment demand for public welfare projects of policies. The 

calculation method of the investment demand for distribution network of various ministries 

is as follows: 

(1) investment demand for new load power supply 

The investment demand of new load power supply of distribution network can be 

determined by the investment of new electricity consumption and increased power supply 

of distribution network units, as shown in equation (5-2). 

 Iload,p=Iunit,p*Qload,p （5-2） 

Among them, Iload,p p represents the new load investment in the current period, Iunit,p 

represents the electricity investment of the unit increase in the current period, Qload,p, p 

represents the new electricity consumption in the current period. 

(2) increase investment demand of power supply reliability 

The investment demand of power supply reliability improvement of distribution network 

can be determined by the investment of power supply reliability target and reliability 

improvement unit[22], as shown in equations (5-3) and (5-4). 

 Ireality,p=Ipowercut*tpowercut,p （5-3） 

 tpowercut,p=f(breality-breality,p) （5-4） 

Among them, Ireality,p represents the investment of the distribution network used to 

improve the reliability of power supply. Ipowercut represents the investment required to 

reduce the average power outage time per minute for every minute. breality,p represents the 

difference between the target power supply reliability and the reference power supply 

reliability. 

It should be noted that in the past investment planning of distribution network, the 

objective of improving power supply reliability is usually decided by the planners 

subjectively. However, under the new situation of incremental power distribution business 

liberalization, power supply reliability has become a key factor affecting user satisfaction. On 
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the one hand, the lower level of user satisfaction will make the market share loss, which will 

affect the investment efficiency; On the other hand, the marginal investment cost of power 

supply reliability increases with the increase of reliability target. Therefore, in order to 

achieve both social responsibility and economic benefit, a quantitative relationship model of 

user satisfaction and power supply reliability level can be established to select the reliability 

level with the maximum marginal benefit of increase in user satisfaction due to the increase of 

unit power supply reliability as the power supply reliability target of distribution network[23]. 

(3) investment needs for public welfare projects 

According to relevant policy requirements, calculate the total investment of distribution 

network of public welfare projects such as coal conversion to electricity and access to 

distributed power supply[26], and take this as the total investment of distribution network of 

public welfare projects with policy. The calculation formula is shown as 5-5. 

 , ,

1

n

commonweal p commonweal i

i

I I
=

=∑   (5-5) 

Among them, Icommonweal,p represents the total investment of the distribution network of 

the current policy public welfare project, Icommonweal,i, represents the investment of the 

distribution network of the i-th policy public welfare project, and n represents the number 

of policy public welfare projects in the current period. 
 

6. Case study 
 

Based on the above decision-making model of distribution network investment scale under 

the constraint of transmission and distribution price, this paper selects a certain provincial 

power grid as an example to optimize the distribution network investment scale within the 

supervision period of transmission and distribution price from 2020 to 2022. 

 

6.1 Basic data 

 

The operation data of the distribution network at the end of the power transmission and 

distribution price supervision period from 2017 to 2019 of this provincial power grid is shown 

in table 1. Based on the 13th five-year plan of distribution network investment in this 

province, the main parameters in the decision-making model of distribution network 

investment scale in the regulatory cycle from 2020 to 2022 are shown in table 2. 

 
TABLE 1.  Basic data of a province's distribution network operation at the end of the supervision 

period from 2017 to 2019 

Indicator Unit Value 

Distribution price yuan/kW·h 0.19 

Electricity sales One hundred million kW·h 1340.06 

Effective assets One hundred million yuan 689.42 

Operation and maintenance fee One hundred million yuan 58.41 

Depreciation cost One hundred million yuan 60.64 

Power supply reliability % 99.821 

 
TABLE 2.  Model parameters of investment scale optimization of a province's distribution network 

during the supervision period from 2020 to 2022 

Indicator 
Valu
e 

Unit Calculation base 
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Average distribution price 0.19 
yuan/kW·

h 
/ 

Power supply reliability target 99.891 % / 

Asset retirement rate 7.5 % / 

Effective asset conversion rate 85 % / 

Asset depreciation rate 18 % / 

Overhaul fee factor 0.03 / Original value of fixed assets 

Operation and maintenance fee coefficient 0.06 / Original value of fixed assets 

Working capital coefficient 0.25 / 
Overhaul operation and 

Maintenance fees 

Employee compensation growth coefficient 0.09 / Employee compensation 

Income tax rate 25 % / 

Urban construction maintenance and 

education surtax rate 
12 % / 

Added-value tax rate 17 % / 

Asset-liability ratio 67.6 % / 

Debt capital cost 4.8 % / 

Cost of equity capital 4.8 % / 

Annual growth rate of electricity sales 3.62 % / 

 

6.2 Distribution network investment scale optimization results 
 

The calculation results of the distribution network investment scale of this provincial power 

grid company from 2020 to 2022 are shown in table 3. 
 

TABLE 3  Estimation results of investment scale optimization of a province's distribution network 

during the supervision period from 2020 to 2022 

Type 
Investment demand 

(100 million yuan) 

Investment capacity 

(100 million yuan) 

New load power supply investments 99.07 

259.7 248.83 Power supply reliability investments 41.65 

Public welfare project investments 118.98 

 

In order to stabilize the distribution price, the investment capacity of the provincial power 

grid company is 24.883 billion yuan in the supervision period from 2020 to 2022. If the public 

welfare project investment is not taken into account, the investment demand for the newly 

added load power supply and the improvement of power supply reliability of the distribution 

network is 14.072 billion yuan. The investment capacity of the distribution network under the 

supervision of power transmission and distribution price can fully meet the investment 

demand under the constraints of safe operation of the system. However, after the increase of 

11.898 billion yuan in mandatory public welfare projects, the investment capacity of 

distribution network under stable distribution price cannot meet the investment demand. This 

indicates that the investment task of public welfare projects is beyond the investment capacity 

of the provincial power grid company. It is suggested that the power grid company actively 

exchanges information with the government. On the one hand, we should strive for relevant 

policy subsidies or reduce investment in public welfare projects through consultation. On the 

other hand, according to the power supply reliability sensitivity of power users, the power 

supply reliability level of local power users is appropriately reduced. Coordinate the 

contradiction between permitted investment scale and distribution network investment 
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demand, realize the goal that permitted investment scale tends to investment demand, and 

improve the economic and social benefits of distribution network investment. 

 
6.3 Simulation results of effective assets and permitted cost of distribution network 

 

Assuming that the provincial power grid company makes investment according to the 

maximum investment capacity of distribution network under the constraint of transmission 

and distribution price, the simulation results of effective assets and permitted cost of 

distribution network in the regulatory cycle from 2020 to 2022 are shown in figure 4 and 

figure 6 respectively. Meanwhile, with the planned investment scale of the distribution 

network, the average distribution price of the provincial grid in the regulatory period from 

2020 to 2022 is 0.19 yuan/kWh, the same as the target distribution price, which proves the 

validity of the distribution network investment capacity calculation model based on the 

transmission and distribution price constraint established in this paper. 

 

 
FIGURE 5.  Distribution network investment and effective asset comparison 

  

 
FIGURE 6.  Distribution network investment and effective asset comparison 

 

As can be seen from figure 5, compared with the 27.137 billion investment of distribution 

network in the current regulatory cycle, the permitted investment scale of distribution network 

in the regulatory cycle from 2020 to 2022 is reduced when the electricity price level remains 

unchanged. This shows that the government's supervision of power grid investment has been 
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effective, and power grid companies need to take the initiative to improve the investment 

efficiency in order to ensure system safety and stability and investment income. At the same 

time, due to the expansion of the effective assets of the distribution network, the permitted 

cost of the distribution network, including overhaul cost, operation and maintenance cost, 

employee compensation and depreciation cost, also increases compared with the current 

regulatory cycle. As shown in figure 6, the operation and maintenance cost of distribution 

network accounts for more than 40% of the permitted cost, while there is a small gap between 

the three types of cost expenditure, namely overhaul cost, operation and maintenance cost and 

depreciation cost. 

 

6.4 Sensitivity analysis of distribution network investment 
 

In order to reflect the influence of user demand, company operation and government 

regulation on distribution network investment, this paper selects three typical indicators, 

namely electricity sold, asset-liability ratio and permitted rate of return, to carry out sensitivity 

analysis of distribution network investment under electricity transmission and distribution 

price regulation. 

 

 
FIGURE 7.  The impact of different indicators on the investment capacity of distribution network 

 

It can be seen from figure 7 that the electricity sold index has the greatest impact on the 

investment of distribution network. This is because the ratio of permitted revenue to 

electricity sold determines the level of transmission and distribution prices. When the amount 

of electricity sold increases, it is necessary to enlarge the investment scale of distribution 

network to increase the effective assets and increase the permitted income, so as to ensure the 

stable price of electricity transmission and distribution. In contrast, the permitted return is the 

product of the effective asset and the permitted return. Under the condition of constant 

electricity sales, with the increase of permitted return rate, the effective asset scale of the 

power network needs to be reduced to ensure the stability of permitted return rate, so the 

investment scale of the distribution network will be restrained. In addition, the permitted rate 

of return is weighted by the rate of return on debt capital and the rate of return on equity 

capital according to the ratio of assets and liabilities. According to the "measures for 
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determining the electricity price of provincial power grid transmission and distribution", the 

rate of return on debt capital is slightly higher than the rate of return on equity capital, and the 

permitted rate of return is positively correlated with the asset-liability ratio. It can be seen that 

the scale of distribution network investment is negatively correlated with the asset-liability 

ratio of power grid companies, but it has the lowest sensitivity compared with other uncertain 

factors. Power grid companies can adjust their investment capacity through rational use of 

financial leverage. 

 
7. Conclusion 

 

In view of the decision-making problem of distribution scale of distribution network under 

the environment of transmission and distribution price reform, this paper puts forward the 

decision-making idea of distribution network investment scale to determine investment 

capacity by transmission and distribution price and determine investment demand by system 

security constraints. Furthermore, the theory of system dynamics is applied, and the decision 

model of distribution network investment scale considering the constraints of transmission 

and distribution price is established. The results of the example show that the distribution 

scale of the distribution network under the supervision of transmission and distribution price 

can meet the investment demand of the distribution network, including the new load power 

supply and the reliability improvement of the power supply. Investment in public welfare 

projects such as coal-to-electricity and distributed power access needs to be rationally planned 

according to the actual operation of the power grid. In addition, the research content of this 

paper needs to be further deepened. For example, in the distribution network investment 

demand measurement model, how to construct a detailed mathematical model for each sub-

demand model to realize the comprehensiveness of the consideration elements is the focus of 

the next step. 
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